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Justitiële verkenningen (Judicial explorations) is published nine times

a year by the Research and Documentation Centre of the Dutch

Ministry of Justice in cooperation with Boom Juridische uitgevers.

Each issue focuses on a central theme related to judicial policy. The

section Summaries contains abstracts of the internationally most

relevant articles of each issue. The central theme of this issue (vol. 30,

nr. 7, 2004) is The New culture of safety.

Safety in The Netherlands and Europe; a sociological analysis in
the light of David Garland
R. van Swaaningen

This article is primarily a description of David Garland's book on the

emerging ‘culture of control’. The author investigates to what extent

Garland's analysis is applicable to developments in the Dutch

criminal justice politics of the last thirty years and what elements of

his analysis are reflected in the various European contributions to this

special issue of Justitiële verkenningen. Whilst taking issue with

Garland's depiction of developments in criminology, and concluding

that some elements (mainly the privatisation and commercialisation

of justice) are less influential in a Dutch and continental European

context than in the U.S. and the U.K., the author concludes that

Garland's main argument reflects the Dutch developments very well

and that many of his ‘indicators of change’ also find reflection in the

articles in this journal on other European countries. Key-issues in this

respect are the new held belief that ‘prison works’, the growing culture

of populism, the responsibilisation of non-penal actors (albeit that the

role of local authorities is far greater in the Netherlands and the role of

active citizenship less) and both the strategies of adaptation and

denial. In a Dutch, and indeed European context, greater emphasis is

to be placed on the role of culture and ethnicity in the debate on

safety. Furthermore, in a post ‘9/11’ world, the role of (the ‘protection’

against) terrorism plays a far more central role in the debate than

when Garland finished his book.
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Governing through crime and disorder; the community safety
partnership approach in England and Wales
G. Hughes

In this article the main arguments and claims made by Garland in

The culture of control (2001) with regard to the growing salience of the

adaptive preventive sector in late modern crime control systems are

briefly described. The author provides an overview of the legislative

and institutional context in England and Wales subsequent to the

watershed legislation of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998.

The pertinence of Garland’s broad thesis for the work of crime and

disorder reduction partnerships – or community safety partnerships –

in England and Wales is evaluated and ‘tested’ against recent research

findings. The specific areas of discussion both confirming and

challenging Garland’s thesis, include: the consequences of the central

state’s project of managerialism, performance management and

‘modernising’ agenda on local public services; the limits to

community involvement and responsibilisation; rethinking evidence-

based practice and the technicist ‘what works’ paradigm; partnerships

and the demonopolising of crime prevention; the habitus of the new

experts and the contested dominance of new criminologies of

everyday life; and finally the hybridisation of preventive and

repressive strategies in crime and disorder and public safety

partnerships. The article ends by raising several (as yet) unanswered

research questions for the future sociological and political analysis of

the preventive and safety sector in contemporary Britain.

Safety and state violence
M. Hörnqvist

Noting that the line between criminal offences and acts of war has

been blurred, as well as the line between criminal offences and minor

public order disturbances, the author discusses the changing security

perceptions during the last decennium. After the cold war muslim

fundamentalism, poverty, the narcotics trade, streams of migration

and political protest have been identified as new security risks. These

phenomena are at once both local and global. At the same time the

Swedish national crime prevention programme ‘Everyone’s

responsibility’, aimed at mobilising the entire nations towards

reducing crime, has led to an increasing interest in deviant behaviours

that are not in fact criminal offences. Local public order problems

have been given a higher priority. The new security mentality has led
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to fewer regulations and rights that constrain the use of force by the

state. A demonstrable criminal offence is no longer a necessary

precondition for the use of force; instead a perceived threat, a risk

profile or a sense of perceived insecurity may all be deemed sufficient.

Public safety in Spain after 11 March 2004
P. Stangeland

During the last decades, terrorism has been considered the most

pressing public issue in Spain. In yearly opinion polls, unemployment

and terrorism are identified as the two primary concerns of the

Spanish population. However after March 11th, 2004, attention is

being redirected from ETA to jihad groups inspired by Al Quaida.

Terrorism creates anxiety precisely because of its random nature.

Anyone can be a target at any time. Preventive strategies are difficult,

and policies dedicated to the eradication of terrorism may instead

exacerbate it. Military invasion of countries that have little or no

relation to Muslim extremist groups may be one example of measures

that make things worse. Another example may be the target hardening

measures around public buildings and important politicians in Spain,

that may contribute to the displacement of terrorist attacks towards

softer targets. More promising developments of public safety and

terrorist prevention are improvements in police intelligence through

the recruitment of police agents in immigrant cultures and

mobilization of immigrant cultures against terrorist propaganda and

extremist jihad groups. They are the population groups that have

more to lose through terrorist attacks. Another preventive strategy

might be the consolidation of the different islamic councils in Spain,

and their control over extremist interpretations of the Koran. It

appears that extremist imams that are not allowed to preach in

Morocco have migrated to Spain instead. Finally, improving

international cooperation in tracking movements of extremist groups

is important. Stronger ties with Moroccan and Algerian authorities are

seen as vital.

Urban violence: unanswered questions
Sophie Body-Gendrot

The city has become a useful metaphor to address a cocktail of fears,

concerns and tensions referring to a wide range of behaviours – from

antisocial attitudes to youths’ clashes with police forces. This article

focuses on the social use of violence and on young people. Why young
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people? Because they are at a rowdy age with a large, impulsive

capacity for rebellion frequently accompanied by a deficit of

judgment; because the media demonize them; because they are both

actors and victims of violence and the object of institutional

discriminations; because one hopes that a violent youth can be

resocialized; and because, since they have no political clout, the

governing elites make use of the potential threats they represent to

avoid more essential questions set by their constituents. With the case

of France as the leading thread, the first part of the article examines

the politicization of urban violence via the media and its political

impact. Then it questions the data provided by official sources on

violent youths, male and of immigrant origin, and compare them with

other surveys. The third part tackles the production of violence in the

city from a theoretical approach. From a social constructivist

perspective, it analyzes the interaction of space and agency. The end

of the paper focuses on current dilemmas related to research and

action.

Prevention and safety policies in Belgium
P. Hebberecht

In this article the Belgian crime prevention policies since 1985 are

analysed. Following Garland’s line of thinking the author sees a

double strategy. On the one hand the pragmatic approach opens

possibilities to overcome the limitations of the penal system. This is

done by the expansion of situational and technological prevention

and by establishing partnerships with schools, parental- en youth

associations, welfare associations and inhabitants of urban middle

class neighbourhoods, all this under the umbrella of urban and social

renewal projects. In the second half of the nineties the focus is on

overcoming the limitations of the police by creating all kind of new

safety jobs like city guards and stewards in the urban context. The

strategy of a more repressive and penalizing segregation of certain risk

groups can be discerned in the last couple of years. Especially

youngsters with a foreign background, illegal immigrants, prostitutes,

beggars and drug addicts are the main targets of this approach. The

author analyses these developments in the context of economic

globalisation, which has led to social fragmentation, polarisation,

inequality and cultural diversification in the cities. The Belgian nation

state is in a state of crisis being unable to realise social integration and

cohesion and at the same time accommodating private business.
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